Senior Buyer
Full Time, FLSA Exempt
EEOC Employer

Rosen Aviation is not an ordinary company. Convention and rule following may be advantageous in some
environments, but we prefer the benefits of continual evolution and trust. Complying with detailed job
descriptions may be comfortable, but we prefer that you decide how outcomes are achieved. In short, we seek
colleagues who are devoted to accomplishment, and thrive in exercising their freedom to achieve them. You
might be one of us if you:






Prefer candor and debate over consensus and harmony
Want to be rewarded for your accomplishments, not your actions
Constantly seek new knowledge because of your enthusiastic curiosity
Embrace accountability as an opportunity to shine
Do the right thing, even when no one is looking

Rosen Aviation was founded in 2002. Our business builds the software and hardware that are utilized in-cabins
throughout the business jet industry from Gulfstream and Cessna to Embraer and Bombardier, even Boeing We’re
headquartered in beautiful Eugene, Oregon.
Position Summary:
Procures material to fulfill material plan/demand. Supports work related to new technologies and provides
functional perspective to continual improvement and organizational strategy. Negotiates long term pricing, cost
reduction activities, and manages approved suppliers.
Desired Results:






Analysis of MRP output and acts as necessary (new orders, re-scheduling, cancellations, expediting, etc.)
Quoting activities.
Monitors the performance and capabilities of the supply base.
Actively interfaces with supplier to place, expedite and follow up on orders.
Seeks new sources of supply as necessary.

Qualifications and Critical Skills:










Negotiation skills
Inventory Management
Contract Review and Negotiation
Purchasing MRP utilization
Excellent communication skills
Work ethic and integrity
Extensive experience with MRP/ERP systems
Familiar with purchasing/sourcing strategies
Desired: Degree in Electronics or Business



Desired: Experience with ISO 9001/AS9100 environment

Benefits:
In joining the Rosen team you’ll surround yourself with like-minded colleagues, and enjoy our many workplace
benefits, such as:







Profit sharing
On-site exercise facility & healthy food program
Full suite of medical, dental, and vision benefits
Employer paid life, disability, and AD&D insurance
401(k) retirement plan with company-matching benefit
PTO beginning at 26 days per year

Physical, Ergonomic and Environmental Considerations:





Primarily works in a factory environment with moderate exposure to noise, chemicals and machinery
Occasionally moves materials and parts weighing up to 20 pounds
Must be able to remain in a stationary position 75% of the time
Frequently operates a computer and other office productivity machinery, such as copy machine and
printer

Confidence can sometimes hold us back from applying for a job. But we'll let you in on a secret: there's
no such thing as a 'perfect' candidate. Rosen Aviation is a place where everyone can grow. So however
you identify and whatever background you bring with you, please apply if this is a role that would make
you excited to come into work every day
To apply, please visit http://www.rosenaviation.com/about/careers/
Rosen is a drug and alcohol free workplace.

